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ABSTRACT 
The analysis, design and implementation of a S21 switched- 
current multiplier is presented. A thorough circuit analysis of the 
multiplier's and its non-idealities is presented both with a design 
procedure. It has heen implemented using a 2pm n-well CMOS 
technology. The following are brief highlights of the 
measurement results: i) 0.425 millions of multiplication per 
second ii) 1.7% total harmonic distortion for a sinusoidal of 
35pA (50Hz) iii) 206KHz of bandwidth iv) 50dB of SNR and v) 
0.3mW zero input power consumption for a f 3 V  power suppliy. 
A complete set of detailed experimental results is provided in the 
paper. 

1. INI'RODUCTION 

Sampled-data multipliers have been introduced since long time 
ago by using Switched Capacitor (SC) based circuits [2-:5]. 
Switched-current (SI) circuits [6] represent a feasible alternative 
to SC circuits especially due to their compatibility with digital 
technology. Surprisingly enough, only one switched-current (SI) 
multiplier has ever been presented until now[l]. 

This paper present an implementation based on the S21 switched 
current technique that has already been proven effective in 
filtering and converting applications [7-81. One of the most 
important features of S21 is that it allows compensating for the 
analog errors that are mainly due to charge injection from the 
MOS switches. 

Another feature of the proposed design is that no cascode 
transistors have been used to minimize errors due to the finite 
g,/go ratio. Instead, varying the current gain of a current mirror 
minimizes the consequent errors. Moreover, thanks to the 
adoption of the S21 technique no capacitors have been used, 
making the implementation more suitable for a standard digital 
technology. 

2. ANALYSIS OF THE S21 MEMORY 

One of the most severe problems affecting SI circuits is the clack 
feedthrough due to the MOS switches [6]. The S21 technique 171 
deals with this problem i n  a very effective way. Essentially, the 
signal-dependent clock feedthrough is sampled and stored on the 
initial sampling phase ,md then algebraically added to the 

corrupted current to minimize the corresponding error. Likewise, 
more sophisticated circuit techniques have been applied to this 
elementary circuit architecture [SI. We have considered only the 
basic cell in the design of the multiplier. 

The circuit of a S21 cell and its associated clock phases are shown 
in Fig. 1 .  A detailed small signal analysis of the cell has been 
carried out in [9]. Herewith only the main results are 
summarized. 
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Figure 1. S21 memory cell and clock waveforms 

The ideal transfer function of an S21 cell is 

H ,  (2) = l , ) ( z ) /Z ,  (z) = -z-% (1) 

Let us do some simplifying assumptions: suppose that all the 
MOST'S have the same value of small signal parameters gm and 
g,. Two different cases are considered: if the load consists of a 
diode connected transistor (e.g. another current mode stage) then 
g L  = g,. If, instead, the load is another S21 memory cell then 4 is 
partitioned into @220 (during which gL = g,) and 4~, (during which 

For the first case (diode connected transistor as load), in [9] it 
has been proved that considering only the effect of the channel 
length modulation of MF and Mc during the last phase (b) , an 
approximation for the transfer is given by the expression: 

gL Y? g m  and y'gmc/(gd,F+gd.iCj 1. 
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where gOr = gDF + g(,c is the total output conductance of the 
memory cell. 

When, instead, the load of the memory cell is constituted by 
another S21 cell then the load changes to g,. during 4b. 
Therefore g, is going to dominate over the output impedance of 
the S21 allowing a complete transfer of the output current io(n- 
1/2) to the next stage. The following approximated final 
expression is obtained [9]: 

In summary, the S21 cell achieves not only the feedthrough 
cancellation but it also reduces the error due to the finite gJgo 
ratio as compared with common 2"d generation cells [7-81. This 
is in agreement with the simulation and experimental results 
obtained by Hughes et al [7-81. 

3. THE S21 MULTIPLIER 
ARCHITECTURE 
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Figure 2. Circuit schematic of the S21 multiplier 

Starting from the algorithm introduced by Leenaerts et al. [ l ]  an 
alternative circuit implementation is now presented. The inputs 
must be constant during the evaluation process. The product of 
two currents x and y is obtained by: 

where I,,, is the output, Ih is a constant current related to the bias 
voltage Vbirrs, el is the output offset error, e2 is the input offset 
error, and 4; represents the clock phase in which the operation 
between { .) is executed. 

Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of this multiplier. As seen in 
Section 2, attenuation in the retrieved contents of the memory 
cells is expected. In particular, on $4, the squared input signal is 

directly added up to the rest of the previous result without 
attenuation. So, the gain of the mirror is changed in order to 
compensate for this unbalance. It is unity during all the phases 
but &.. From Fig. 2 it is seen that it is slightly changed during 41~ 
by adding a small-area diode-connected MOST in parallel to the 
existing one. The undesired offset due to this insertion is reduced 
by adding an extra current during 44 created by Mlo as shown in 
Fig. 2. 

4. ANALYSIS OF THE MULTIPLIER 

In order to analyze the proposed multiplier, the effect of the finite 
conductance ratio in the memory cells and in the other blocks 
must be considered. In the following, for the sake of simplicity, it 
will be assumed that all the g,'s are equal and all the gds's are 
equal. A complete analysis would require considering the 
behavior of the multiplier in seven phases 
$.?{> and &). However, the analysis carried out in Section 2 for the 
S21 cell, allows considering the small signal equivalent circuit as 
follows. On @, 4 and &, the memory cell working in the 
sampling phase (sub-phases "a" and "b") has a small signal 
equivalent circuit consisting of a conductance equal to Yg, . The 
current stored in the cell flows in it. On the retrieval phase the 
small signal circuit is composed of an ideal current source 
supplying the current stored in the previous phase in parallel with 
a conductance 2gd,,. The fixed output offset of the S21 cell, can be 
considered as part of e l .  On &, instead, the load is assumed to be 
the generic gL. So the analysis is carried out on $ I ,  4, $.? and q4. 
Let us now refer to the circuit shown in Fig. 2 and to the small 
signal equivalents shown in Fig. 3. 1, is implemented by using a 
single PMOST supplying a constant current equal to Ih. On the 
mirror Mda-M5 will supply the current (Fig. 3a) : 

Gib, $22a, &, 

i, = - e ,  [ (  + x+y+e, ) ' /41~]  (5) 

goM is the output conductance of the current mirror. Therefore, 
we have, gllM=2gdV. Only cell 1 is connected to node A and the 
input conductance of the memory cell is Yg,. So the current 
stored into it is: 

On $2 the current i2 supplied by the mirror is added to i,yI 
retrieved from cell 1 and the result is stored in cell 2. The current 
stored in cell 2 is the one flowing into Yg,. So, from Fig. 3b: 

On & the mirror supplies i, which is added to i,,2 supplied by cell 
2 and the result is2 is stored into cell 1 .  So, from Fig. 3c: 

Finally on Q4 the mirror changes its ratio (by inserting Mqb in 
parallel to M4J from 1:l to 1:p with p<1. This cause an extra 
current ( l -p) lb  to be supplied by the right band side branch of the 
mirror, but it can be canceled as discussed in the previous 
section. With regards to the small signal analysis, the mirror 
supplies i4 that is added to i,,s supplied by cell 1. The result io 
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flows into the output load gL.  So, from the small signal circuit of 
Fig. 3d: 

Substituting (8),(9) and (10) into (1 1) the following expression is 
obtained: 

relationship (12) can be approximated to: 

i,, r{i, -[i.-(i2 -qi,)q]q}p={i4 -i3q+izq2-iiq')p=ip (12) 

and i is just a current proportional to the actual output current i,. 

Let us then analyze i by substituting i,, iz, i3 and i4 from (7)-( 11) 
into (14). After some algebra the following relationship is 
obtained: 

(13) 
i=c , (9 ' -~2+~-p)+e: - (171- '1z+11-P)+ 1 

I h  

The first two terms of the right-hand side represent an offset, the 
last term is the desired result while the remaining terms 
constitute the nonlinear distortion. Note that q is very close but 
less than 1. Therefore the terms multiplied by q2(q-1), can be 
neglected. So (15) can be rewritten as: 

i, =ei (q3  -17' + q - p ) + e , 2 - ( q 3  1 - q 2 + q - ~ )  
41, 

where i, is the offset current. The nonlinear error is canceled by 
setting the current mirror ratio as: 

P =P,, = v3 =(1+4g,/s/(%,,J-3 (15) 

Assuming that (w,/L), =(W/L),<, , the aspect ratio of Mdh is 

obtained as follows: 

However, the final design of M4h also depends on the actual 
voltage drop on the switch in series with M4h. The final 
expression is therefore: 

It is worth noting that because qrl the offset is almost canceled 
as well. So finally: 

Figure 4. (a) Meiisured transfer characteristic. Output currcnt 10 versus input current I,. The original scales are in 
volts (see text). The corresponding currents are reported.(b) Die micro-photography of the multiplier 
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The analysis carried out in this section demonstrates the big 
advantage that the proposed architecture has on the effect of the 
nonlinearity cancellation by selecting the appropriate mirror gain. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A prototype of the proposed multiplier has been fabricated in 
MOSIS Orbit N-well 2pm technology. In this Section the 
experimental results are discussed. A summary of the measured 
parameters is reported in Table 1 .  

Table 1. Performance of the tested chip 

Max throughput I 0.420 MOPS atfc=l.7MHz 
Die area I 225x2~nllm2 
Power consumption I 0.3mW 
Power suoolv I *3v I 

The control phases have been generated on-chip by means of 
digital circuitry driven by an external master clock of frequency 
f , .  The multiplier performs fL/4 multiplications per second since 
the frequency of the four phases q+JI to q+J4 is fLJ4. The nominal 
clock frequency is f,=400KHz. Indeed, it has been 
experimentally verified that the maximum frequency at which the 
circuit works without appreciable performance degradation 
(1.5% FS) is f,=l.7MHz, (0.425 million multiplications per 
second). The output current of the multiplier is measured by 
feeding a 2.2K.Q grounded resistor. The power supply is +3V 
and the power consumption with zero inputs is 0.3mW 
(essentially constant untilf,=l.7MHz). 

The multiplier’s ideal transfer characteristic is 1,,,,=5000A~’ I, I,. 
The measured input current ranges from -35pA to 35pA with a 
maximum output current of f6pA. It has been verified that the 
multiplier works for inputs of k40pA with reduced linearity. The 
experimental transfer characteristic of the multiplier is shown in 
Fig. 4a. An intemal trim error of 1 .O%FS has been measured at a 
clock frequency of fL=400KHz. The -3dB small-signal 
bandwidth, measured at fc=I .7MHz, is close to 200KHz. Higher 
clock frequencies are hardly applicable because the performance 
of the circuit rapidly starts to degrade sensitively. The full power 
bandwidth, at h=l.7MHz, is 15OKHz. Finally, the percentage of 
variation of the THD, at full scale, for a variation of the power 
supply, is 0.213%/% (Le. -13dB %/%) while the SNR is 50dB 

(again, this is the worst case: the signal is fed to y while x fixes 
the gain). A die photograph of the multiplier is shown in Fig. 4b. 
The whole area, including bias circuitry, is 225x250pm2. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The design, analysis and experimental results of a S21 switched- 
current multiplier have been presented. A comprehensive 
analysis to understand the sources of offsets and nonlinearities of 
our circuit has been performed. It has been found that, by 
appropriately setting current-mirror gain, the nonlinearity can 
effectively be canceled. An actual IC prototype was fabricated 
using n-well 2pm technology. Experimental results are consistent 
with theoretical findings. 
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